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On day number six, God created both land animals and man…and 
those animals God created included ____________. 
 
Genesis one 
verse twenty-four, “Then God said, ‘Let the earth bring forth the 
living creature according to its kind: cattle (cattle represent four-
footed animals) and creeping thing (that includes insects and 
small mammals) and beast of the earth (and that phrase includes 
dinosaurs) each according to its kind’’ and it was so.” 
verse twenty-five, “And God made the beast of the earth 
(including dinosaurs) according to its kind, cattle according to its 
kind, and everything that creeps on the earth, according to its 
kind. And God saw that it was good.” 
verse twenty-six, “Then God said, ‘Let Us make man in Our 
image, according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over the 
fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, over 
all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the 
earth.” 
 
Reference: Acts 17:24, Paul announced to the Athenians, “God, 
who made the world and everything in it (including dinosaurs), 
since He is Lord of heaven and earth…” 
 
Definition: transitional fossils are the fossils of species that 
__________ the extinct or present-day animal to the ancestor it 
was supposed to have evolved from. 
 
If there is no transitional fossil, then that gap between species is 
called a __________ _______; i.e. the gap between an animal 
and the ancestor it supposedly evolved from, and that gap exists 
because there is no transitional fossil record. 
 
Reference: Isaiah 27:1, “In that day the Lord with His severe 
sword, great and strong, will punish Leviathan the fleeing 
serpent, Leviathan that twisted serpent, and He will slay the 
reptile that is in the sea.” 
 

This term Leviathan is also mentioned in four other Old Testament 
texts: 
Job 3:8; 41:1-34; Psalm 74:14 and 104:26 
 
Leviathan might have been a now-extinct dinosaur that primarily 
inhabited the seas and oceans similar to the ancient Liopleurodon 
or the Sarcosuchus Imperator (super croc). 
 
Reference: Job 41:1-34 (see screen) 
 
Reference: Psalm 74:13, “You divided the sea by Your strength; 
You broke the heads of the sea serpents in the waters.” 
The Hebrew word that is translated here as sea serpent is most 
often translated as _________ (the older edition of the King 
James edition even translates this word as dragon). 
 
Dragons are mentioned ____ ________ in the Old Testament and 
were found on both land and water. 
 
Then another strange dinosaur-like creature is mentioned in Job 
and his name is ___________. 
Reference: Job 40:15-24 (see screen) 
 
Sir Richard Owen (1804-1892) was an English biologist and 
paleontologist from the nineteenth century. He found some 
dinosaur bones and in 1841 he became the first person to use the 
term “dinosaur.” It was “dinosauria” from two Greek words that 
meant “___________ _________...” or a “fearful and great 
reptile.” 


